June 27, 2019

Item #1

CITIZENS PARTICIPATION
Item #2

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Item #3

TRAC GOALS & AGENDA REVIEW
COMMITTEE GOALS

- Learn about Southern Nevada’s mobility challenges, new developments and opportunities.
- Learn about smart communities, emerging technologies and how these efforts can impact and improve mobility, accessibility and safety in Southern Nevada.
- Obtain input and feedback and make recommendations on how to best address and prioritize mobility solutions.

AGENDA REVIEW

- Major Project Update
- Maryland Parkway Update
- Resort Corridor Update
- 2019 Legislative Session Recap
- TRAC Next Steps
- Upcoming Events
TRAC

Item #5

MARYLAND PARKWAY UPDATE
Item #6

RESORT CORRIDOR UPDATE

RESORT CORRIDOR FEASIBILITY STUDY
NEAR-TERM: RESORT CORRIDOR MOBILITY ASSOCIATION

NEAR-TERM: MICROTRANSIT
Trip to Strip
NEAR-TERM: SDX TO THE AIRPORT

LONG-TERM: HIGH-CAPACITY TRANSIT IN THE RESORT CORRIDOR
TRANSPORTATION-RELATED BILLS PASSED

- Extension of Deadline for Transportation Ballot Question in Southern Nevada to December 31, 2024 (SB 426)
- Alternative Solutions for Transportation System Funding in Nevada (SCR 3)
- Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) Feasibility Pilot Program (AB 483)
- Electric Scooter Regulation (AB 485)
- Purchasing Regulation Updates (AB 86)
TRAC NEXT STEPS

Item #8

Item #9 – Upcoming Events

Clean Energy and Transportation Summit

Thursday, Aug. 22, 2019
8 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Strip View Pavilion | Thomas & Mack Center
Item #9 – Upcoming Events

Moving Nevada Forward
Consumer Electronics Show 2020

Item #10

OPEN DISCUSSION
FINAL CITIZENS PARTICIPATION